May 13, 2021

Rt. Hon. Prime Minister Trudeau,
As a result of the announcement by Ontario’s Chief Medical Officer of Health, Dr. David Williams, on Tuesday,
May 11th 2021 regarding the cessation of use of the AstraZeneca vaccine due to increasing risk of fatal blood
clots; and, testimony in Manitoba courts surrounding the documented failure of PCR testing in terms of actual
accuracy for positive COVID-19 cases; I am writing to request that you immediately convene a Royal Commission
of Inquiry into the decisions made and directives ordered by the Chief Public Health Officer of Canada, the Public
Health Agency of Canada and all other Federal organizations and officials responsible for the stunning amount of
faulty decisions that have been made. The recent provincial developments show the tragic consequences of the
Public Health response across our Nation: Canadian lives have been needlessly lost due to a cascading number
of implausible errors, and thus it is essential that a Royal Commission of Inquiry be convened as quickly as
possible.
Consider the following: Over the last two months, despite the fact that 21 countries around the world suspended
or stopped the use of the Astra Zeneca vaccine; Ontario’s Chief Medical Officer of Health, and those of other
provinces, continued to use public health restrictions and false case loads to push fear into people and coerce
vaccine compliance, ignoring the risks and dangers already recognized in other jurisdictions. Ontario, being
Canada’s largest province, is a bellwether for how we investigate the apparent abuse of power that has taken
place. Many of these provincial decisions were taken at the behest of federal officials and directly under the
watchful eye of your government.
Your Health Minister has been woefully unaware of even the most basic issues involving testing, transmission &
prevention of COVID-19, among numerous other concerning issues. She called my inquiries on Vitamin D “fake
news’ despite the Canadian Institute of Health Research conducting collaborative research on this very subject.
She has failed to investigate and utilize very promising evidence that Ivermectin, Budesonide, Erythromycin,
Fluvoxamine, and other drugs can be used successfully to prevent and/or treat early and late stages of COVID19. Furthermore, the safety profile of these drugs has been established for decades. The government appears to
be waiting for large-scale pharmaceutical testing that will never happen for repurposing existing drugs, because
the profit motive is not there. The government owes it to Canadians to move swiftly to examine promising drug
treatments and use them, as lives hang in the balance.
Regarding testing; it’s important to understand that while the significant false positive rate of PCR tests has
resulted in European courts ruling that PCR positive cases cannot be used to impose restrictions on its citizens,
our Chief Medical Officers of Health across the Provinces and Territories continue to pursue and extend
restrictions that do more harm than good under the guise of public health. The Manitoba government just
admitted in court testimony that PCR tests should never have been used for diagnoses, and that 56% of people
who have tested positive were never infectious.

It is now clear that many decisions have been made based on information known to be false or incomplete.
Anyone who questions directives given by unaccountable Medical Officers of Health, including nurses and
doctors, face sanctions from their governing bodies; many whistleblowers are indicating the call for harsh
penalties being unleashed on medical whistleblowers is coming from the very top, the Public Health Agency of
Canada.
In other developments, the Centre for Disease Control in the United States also announced on 11 May 2021 that
they had relied on a faulty study that pegged outdoor transmission of COVID at 10%, saying that the number is
around 1%. Why was science not followed, and these studies not questioned or challenged for accuracy before
mandating masks and banning outdoor activities across the Nation for such a prolonged period of time?
Where is the recognition in Canada of the evolving scientific data that shows glaring errors were made, either
accidentally or purposely, that should change the entire way we are approaching our response to the pandemic.
Nothing short of a Royal Commission of Inquiry will provide transparency and truth to the people of Canada. They
have been grossly misled and have the right to know why the following occurred under the direction of your
Government.
The following is just a few examples of the gross negligence that has occurred over the past 16 months:
1) Failure to do due diligence on the computer modelling that has been used to mandate lockdowns;
2) Failure to inform the public that there is zero medical or scientific literature to justify lockdowns;
3) Failure to communicate to the public the cumulative adverse consequences of lockdowns on other general
health care, dying relatives, funeral homes and services, weddings, schools, churches, mental health, and
hundreds of thousands of closed small businesses;
4) Failure to stop testing asymptomatic people, despite overwhelming medical and scientific literature
demonstrating that it provides no value in combating a virus;
5) Failure to produce accurate, detailed statistical reporting to properly convey the accurate risk of COVID-19
and what the presence of variants really means in epidemiology;
6) Failure to classify deaths properly;
7) Failure to promote vitamin D, other preventative measures and prohibition of other medical treatments;
8) Failure to inform the public of the inadequacies of PCR tests, which were never intended to be used as a
diagnostic tool and failure to acknowledge that every documented medical experience we’ve have with epidemics
and pandemics demonstrated that contact tracing is both useless and unproductive;
9) Failure to inform the public that the COVID-19 vaccines have not undergone long-term safety studies, and
may have unexpected consequences, as we are beginning to see with certain vaccines;
10) Failure to provide any evidence that mandatory hotel quarantining is safer than quarantining at home; and,
11) Failure to properly balance the consequences of the loss of freedoms with the true scale of the threat.
I am pleased to offer my energy and efforts into helping develop the terms of reference for such a Royal
Commission. The people of Canada rightfully deserve to know whether they’ve been misled, and whether
malfeasance or criminality was involved in conveying orders and directives contrary to their well being and the
public interest.
I look forward to your timely response to this urgent matter.
Sincerely,

Derek Sloan
Member of Parliament: Hastings-Lennox & Addington

